
After a simple change of the template you can scrape the reeds for oboe, cor anglais, 
oboe d’amore, baritone oboe, baroque, classical and Vienna-oboe as well as reeds with 
American scrape.

Our standard templates are in themselves harmoni-
ous and balanced. You achieve maximum profit from 
the machine with your own personal template, craf-
ted individually according to your ideal reed. Your 
personal scrape will be constantly reproduced.

The template includes the original segment and four additional segments as well as an 
adjustable crown:

Original segments

Original Contains the specified values of the template.

minus Is based on the original. The increase is less accentuated, especially in the 
central and lateral areas. The base of the scrape is about 3 hundredths of 
millimetres thinner than the original.

PLUS Is based on the original. The heart is marked, the increase more accentuated, 
especially in the central and lateral areas. The base of the scrape is about 
3 hundredths of millimetres thicker than the original.

Correction segments
After scraping with an original segment, defined areas can be scraped. The coloured 
part of the logo indicates the section being scraped:

violet the tip in an arched shape

green the sides of the scrape

olive all the scrape, except the center crest

blue the attack (tip and edges)

orange the tip in the shape of an obtuse angle

Heart the heart (in American scrape)

red all the scrape, except the heart

yellow the „windows“ (in American scrape)

Type E: Example for template with center crest and obtuse angle.
Type X: Combination and placement from original segments and correction segments 
can be selected individually (e.g. different originals).
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The adjustable crown limits the length of the scrape and causes the form of the base 
of the scrape.
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Templates for profi ling machine for all types of oboes
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